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About This Game

Terraform is a relaxing turn based puzzle game set in the future. Alter over 200 planets to allow settlements and forests to
survive. Planets are made of hexagonal tiles that can be altered using many different tools and weather conditions. Use rain
weather to fill a dried out lake with water, hot weather to prevent forests from expanding too far or burn them down, spread

deserts and more.

Key Features

220 Planets to solve!

13 unique hexagon tiles, including mountains, water, soil, forests, deserts, settlements and volcanoes

4 weather types! Fair, rain, hot, and snow!

13 different tools to alter the environment, including forest seeds, settlers and asteroids

Level Editor

Steam workshop integration. Make, share, download and play community planets

Turn-based gameplay. Sit back, relax and think about your next move
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Natural disasters like forest fires and hurricanes

Take yourself through University, your first job and finally take down the big corporations by yourself

Terraform ratings and online leaderboards. Clear levels more effectively to increase your score

Create Natural disasters like forest fires and hurricanes and use them to Terraform planets to reach your goal of becoming the
most renown Terraformer in the Galaxy.

Different tools can be used like, shovels to dig a path for water to flow, plants to create forests, asteroids to create huge craters
to fill with water, the windwaker to change the wind direction and many more.

Compare your Terraform rating with others online. On each level you can see what the best online record is as well as upload
your total score and compare on the leader-boards.
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Title: Terraform
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Holgersson Entertainment
Publisher:
Holgersson Entertainment
Release Date: 8 May, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: -

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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I just wanted to say that the game has a huge potential. I really dig the visual and the background music but I wanted the SFX to
be much improved :)

I already play the game alone and together with three other friends. I might say that the game is very difficult and extremely
punishing (you start from the beginning if you lost). The tactic when playing alone and together is vastly different. While it is
easier to move alone but no one covering you which means that you need to move a lot. When playing multi player, your friends
can have your back but the room of movement is fairly limited. Hopefully, the developer can address this problem.

All I can say is that the game have potential, and looking forward to the full release version.. Love this game. I have fond
memories of playing this back in the day.
plays very well, but there isnt much to do apart from versus and arcade mode. menus are a little awkward to navagate.

Great game and is well worth its 10$ i paid, but maybe wait till Last Blade 2 releases on steam for larger fighter roaster, a better
menu interface, and hopefully more features.

7.5\/10. No
-not even on a sale!
 do not even remotely think to consider it for solo play, (and also fairly safe to still disregard for coop), this is unadulterated bs
in digital game form,

probably the worst camera i've encountered where a decent one is needed the most, since there is a ton of platforming, and the
controls are wonky to boot,
-then it feels like a couple of elements was just thrown haphazardly in near the end, with complete disregard for the mind-
numbingly poor control scheme
don't get suckered in by the "purdy" aesthetics, or some novel sense of story, the game is extremely simplistic in play,
platforming, "puzzles" etc, and the experience offers nothing remotely rewarding for your time, effort, or money

rarely do you encounter a game this "easy"\/simple, yet so infuriating by being utterly hamstrung in its overall disregard and lack
of practical\/regular design to fit the scope of play instead of some imagined, unrealized, vision
+ when some elements has no consistency or reliability in play, it becomes all the more frustrating, further highlighting flaws
and "that's some bs"-scenarios from bad design or wrong gameplay direction choices

make no mistake, this game is not challenging in gameplay nor "by design", its only remote difficulty lies in the poor controls, wonky
design-overall blend\/handling of mechanics. -which is completely magnified if attempted to play this solo! But will still be
noticeable in coop...

this offers no sense of satisfaction or accomplishment from "overcoming an obstacle"\/engaging challenging play
only a sense of disbelief in oneself of somehow having managed or decided to endure it through to the end. And the regret of
having wasted that time, or even money, for the "privilege" of such "experience"

-----------------------------------------------------------------
PS. people comparing this in any aspect to Brothers: A Tale of Two Sons need to wake up and get real. Shadow Puppeteer doesn't
even come close in any regard to that game, Brothers is a great game, and a grand masterpiece compared to this. This is no Brothers
in any sense or form, (nor is it Trine).
While it's notable it, sorta, tries to do its own thing, sadly it falls shorts in so many of its own areas, and doesn't even come close to
other games and what they did.... It's good content at a bad price. Get it while it's on sale.. Seems like a fun little physical challenge
\/ "workoutt \/ reflex game. Difficult to read the in-game instructions \/ hints; but a neat idea and experience... I just need to play
more and get a better feel for the controls. :). This is the third and final game in the Human Tanks series. With the fuel of the
human tanks running out, the era is drawing to a close. And as such, you are leading some of the last Human Tanks in existence to
subjugate some last remaining issues. Gameplay is fun, and hte story is nice.

Play the titles in order for the best experience.
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And perhaps by them all in the bundle.. Interesting combat concept and a style worthy of Okami though not particularly
intellectually challenging. Thankfully the combat pace picks up towards the end.. A short puzzle game, it was fun and I enjoyed it.
Wow, this is one weird game. But so is life. I mean weird. And maybe a game. Who knows?

So at the top of this window, it shows that I've played this game for 9.1 hours, 9.2 hours on record, so basically, that's it.

I find myself wondering if other people experience more or less time? Does everyone get 9.1 hours of game play?

Does this game have replay value? I don't know. I'm not sure I played this game to begin with. I feel like it played me.

Or I played myself?

The game with all the fixin's is like $5. That's a cup of coffee. Try to find an experience that lasts 9.1 hours for $5. Maybe you
could rent Sixth Sense, watch it all the way through, see the twist ending, then go back and watch it again, this time, knowing about
the twist?

But Sixth Sense had a budget of $40 million. This game, I'm hoping, did not have that budget.

But it did have Jon Pertwee, the third Doctor in Doctor Who, so it has that going for it.

Did I mention it's cheap? $5!

This game originally came out in 1984. This is likely before some of you were born. So there, fake nostalgia. You get to understand
how your parents, or grandparents, used to spend their time when they weren't outside playing and scraping their knees walking in
the forest. We did that once.

Or maybe you grew up in the 80's, and you had a Commodore 64, or the ZX Spectrum? Real nostalgia.

Or maybe you never grew up at all? And you're just haunting this page, looking for a way to escape purgatory?

This game is based loosely on "The Seven Ages Of Man" from Shakespeare's play "As You Like it."

You will be shocked at the juxtaposition of fantastic voice acting, a real children's choir, fun music, weird game-play, and some of
the most authentically retro graphics you've ever experienced.

Don't bother buying this game if you have a history of photogenic seizures (those caused by light). You may not have a good time. I
mean, some games just put that seizure warning up because they don't want to get sued? It's like at least one part of this game was
designed by a medical professional to induce seizures. Otherwise, you'll be fine.

I mean look at our country right now. (If you live in the U.S., but this works for most countries out there, right?) This game couldn't
possibly be worse than what you're experiencing in the real world. Right?

In the end, overall, I'd say you should buy this game. It will add to your collection. Sad that they didn't add achievements to this
game. It would have been easy. If you play all the way through, you get an achievement. If you play it through a second time, you
get another achievement. Maybe just have ten achievements for playing through each time?

I don't know how well I did. I don't know how to play this game. I'm not sure anything I did had any impact on the outcome of the
game.

And I'm okay with that.
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Pub Encounter has a interesting story. Just personally, just not worked out as well as I hope it would be.
To me, the game seems too rushed (special few characters). The background-story and the effect that's it has on the men, need
to be more on the foreground. I do dislike the fact the MC has no real backbone and sometimes no common sense.
Yes, I get MC is the loving and supporting MC, but it's depressing to read; every time something go's wrong on her job, she go's
to the bar. Not trying to really work on herself or maybe try something else to be better.

The game is clear not for young (or immature) audience. 16+ at least i belief. There will be some darker themes in the story. As
life was not kind to your men. But again, for me personally, need more work on that part and effect of it on the characters.

To me the game was simply not interesting , more boring if i'm honest. The bland MC and characters just didn't make it
interesting enough. Really, Ryunoske route, was painful for me to finish, MC and Ryu where too bland. I really was thinking lot
of the time; 'what does she\/he see in the other?'; because really what is there to love with such a shallow
connection\/relationship? I do say that Mamoru makes it lots better with his story.

At least the art is good. Clear and nice enough to look at. The music was plus. Really like that music sound.
If you want to buy the game, do it at least when it's on sale.. The graphics are a little lower quality but the overall look is still
breathtaking in VR, the music makes it kinda feel like a dream! The only thing that took me out of it was the bad (actors?) that
were playing people at random spots. Aw, man.....I just hate being a wet blanket. I really had high hopes and expectations for
this DLC. I mean, it comes from VRC, right? It had to be good, right?

Overall, I can recommend it. There's just a couple of things that bothered me. The gauges just look, well....bad. The only way I
can explain it is they look cartoonish. Not to my liking. My only other complaint is the total lack of engine noise in the cab. Let's
be realistic. You are sitting just a few feet from a thundering, 3000 horse diesel engine. You ARE going to hear it. Maybe I'm
just a bit too picky in my old age.

All in all, not that bad of a DLC. I'll get my fair share of use from it.. The game is fun, as you just simply plan on where you
would build the towers and watch the enemies get taken down by towers before they reach for the core, which is the point of it
being an tower defense game itself.

My favorite thing about the game is the endless mode, where you just upgrade to stronger towers, so once you run out of hit
points and can't make it any further, then you get lots of research points to spend on permanent upgrades.

And the campaign mode is where you get stars from completing the missions, so they get harder as you go, requiring you to
upgrade as much as you can to make the most out of it.

Overall, this game is fairly decent and I would recommend this game if you like tower defense games.. Solid concept, gaseous
execution.
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